The paper discusses a novel geometric reasoning method that supports the definition of assembly sequence planning models departing from the CAD models of the parts involved. Specifically, by means of the presented algorithms that use a so-called collision point cloud approach one can determine the precise disassembly directions of parts having complex polygon mesh models. This information can be applied when defining assembly planning models both for suggesting precedence constraints as well as parameters for assembly operations. The presented heuristic algorithm was able to overcome certain shortcomings of earlier methods working with polygon mesh representations, and proved to be successful both in handling abstract and real-life industrial use cases. Working examples from both categories are presented in the paper.
Introduction
As assembly technology and systems are of key importance to achieve high variety production in a cost efficient way, the need for automated assembly planning methods are discussed broadly and from different aspects in the literature [1] . A common classification of assembly planning problems defines the following sub-problems: Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP), Assembly Line Balancing (ALB) and Assembly Path Planning (APP). This paper focuses on the problem of ASP, namely on finding an executable-and, if possible, optimal-order of assembly operations along with the assignment of appropriate resources such as tools, fixtures and workforce. Since there are many kinds of factors that may have an impact on the feasibility of an assembly plan-like detailed geometrical dimensions and relations of objects involved, assembly technology, tolerances, elasticity of parts, etc.-most of the ASP approaches are in common that they decompose the problem into (1) a macrolevel planning problem where all the combinatorial complexities of sequencing and resource assignment are concentrated, and (2) into a micro-level problem which is responsible for tackling all kinds of domain constraints in their entire diversity. Feasibility of assembly plans on the micro level can be warranted by considering appropriate constraints already on the macro level. A major category of such constraints are precedence constraints between tasks which realize distinct, well-defined elementary features-such as placing, inserting, welding-of the overall planning problem. These precedence constraints are coming from the micro-level analysis of geometrical, physical and technological feasibility [2] and therefore there is a close connection between ASP and APP [3] .
Even though macro-level planning relies on the results coming from the micro level, just because of the different modeling techniques used they are usually handled separately. Nevertheless, in order to completely utilize the potential of combinatorial ASP models, they need to be supported with extensive micro-level knowledge through their whole operation. A generic way to provide this support is to extract the required micro-level input data directly from the CAD models of the products, thus bringing closer the ASP problem to product design. This paper in particular presents a novel approach to support this process with extracting parametric precedence relations from the polygon mesh models of objects involved in assembly operations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 a short overview of ASP representations is given and previous works focused on supporting the definition of ASP including CAD product models are introduced. Section 3 presents the problem of extracting this information from polygon mesh models and discusses the limitations of this representation, while section 4 proposes a heuristic algorithm for solving the problem. Section 5 details the implementation of the algorithms, demonstrates its capabilities in abstract and reallife use cases and discusses the limitations of the approach.
Review of previous works
As there are several approaches to solve ASP and its related problems, variety in modeling also shows in the applied representations: there is no standardized representation. Without providing the detailed overview of the various existing representations a brief listing can be given: liaison graph, AND/OR graph, blocking graph, precedence and interference matrices, object and ontology based hierarchies, feature based approaches [1] .
Applying these models nevertheless can be challenging and time consuming even in simple cases, which limits their overall usability [4] . Hence, numerous researches are aimed to overcome these limitations and propose a solution to support ASP model building with geometrical reasoning which is firmly based on data extraction.
The starting point of these approaches is usually the CAD model of the assembly and a possible classification of the applied methods can be given based on the different types of the CAD models and the application tools put in use to handle them. Assembly CAD models can be available (1) through the interfaces of a commercial CAD software, or (2) they can also be accessed through a descriptive open exchange format such as STEP, or (3) presented in a completely generic representation such as polygon meshes.
In [6] the proposed system utilizes the programmable interfaces (API) of a commercial CAD software to analyze the analytical surfaces to search for contacts defining the assembly relations between parts. In [7] the API of a CAD software is applied to determine feasible assembly sequences for layered assemblies (with only one assembly direction). The approach presented in [8] accesses the mating relations of an assembly CAD model through a commercial software in order to derive the assembly operations. In contrast of these approaches, in [9] it is stated that there is not necessarily coherence between mating relations defined during the product design and those required for assembly planning, and an approach is suggested which relies only on part contact information.
In [10] an early approach is presented to identify assembly/disassembly directions using surface normals, but only for the three Cartesian directions. In the research presented in [11] the assembly directions are retrieved by using normal vectors of of contact surfaces, while in [12] the Object-oriented Bounding Boxes (OBB) of parts and the so-called separation axis theorem is applied in order to identify directions of assembly/disassembly. Also there are several other methods that apply motion planning in order to find assembly/disassembly directions of parts [3, 13] . This approach is advantageous as six-dimensional paths can be obtained, opposed to the assumptions of mostly translational or helical movements of other approaches. However, for assemblies where the parts are tightly constrained spatially and only fine movements are executable, applying path planning can be difficult [3] .
Problem statement
Concluding from the previously introduced researches on geometrical reasoning supported data extraction for ASP, the following shortcomings of current approaches can be pointed out:
Using APIs of commercial CAD software bounds the solution to a given software, which usually has its native (and closed) file format, thus a conversion is often required. Succeeding in the above mentioned conversion or using an open exchange file format as STEP can solve this problem, however in industrial use cases very strict rules can apply to the accessibility of original CAD models, if they are shared at all. Applying generic polygon meshes is widely accepted with much less restrictions, they can be obtained even from 3D scanning. However, they often have lower quality: the meshes can intersect each other, there is no guarantee to have proper surface normal information available. All these limit the usual geometrical reasoning approaches.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings the goal of the paper is to define a geometrical reasoning approach that supports extraction of assembly parameters for a feature based ASP model using generic polygon mesh models, while fulfilling the following requirements: It should be able to work with low quality, intersecting polygon meshes; operate on parts with tight spatial constraints; and identify arbitrary translational assembly axis.
Feature based assembly models are introduced in [14, 15] ; the features in scope for the research are insertion and placement of components (where insertion can also be applied as a simplified model for screw joints). The assumptions related to this task are the following:
Parts are unique (rigid, tolerance-free), free flying, 3D geometries which allow the assembly-bydisassembly approach [3] Assembly operations described by the features are two-handed and implement translational movements in any direction. The translational movements are completely defined by the vertices in contact and their near neighborhood. The type of assembly features are predefined.
Polygon meshes in micro-level process planning
Following the requirements and assumptions of the problem statement the basic idea of assembly-by-disassembly was put in use: starting from the assembled state of two parts a feasible disassembly path (in this case a direction) produces a feasible assembly path. Having the feature types predefined, the analysis considers two parts at a time. An algorithm for finding translational disassembly path of two polygon meshes is described in [5] , which uses contact information between two parts to build so called Local Translational Freedom Cones (LTC): "a Local Translational Freedom Cone is the subset of directions, from the entire sphere of directions, over which a given part can move locally without colliding with another given part [5] ". Similar approach is introduced in [12] where the Constraint Directions (CD) represent the directional blocking relationship between two parts. Both methods rely on moving one component in directions sampled from a unit sphere and on collision detection to determine if there is a block in that direction. However, these approaches fail in cases when the mesh models are overlapping (i.e. are colliding) in their assembled state as there will be no collision free translational movement to disassemble them. The approach presented here is a heuristics, which tries to overcome this limitation often occurring in the case of real-life mesh models.
According to assumption 3 of the problem statement, the key issue is to determine the assembly directions by exploring the contacts between two parts. In order to discover the contacts one part (moved part) is translated in directions of a unit sphere defined by the following:
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) Where and are orthogonal vectors. Discretizing the intervals for and is defined by an angular_step (which is by default 10°) results in 614 different directions forming a unit sphere. After applying the sampled translations, by capturing the contact points (i.e. vertices of colliding triangles on both parts) two collision point clouds (CPL1 for the non-moved part and CPL2 for the moved part) are registered. A CPL represents the intersections of the two parts in terms of blocking relations (see Fig. 2 for illustration).
In the simplest case of placement, where the two parts are mated by a coplanar assembly constraint, the CPL forms a plane and the expected LTCs build up a half-sphere. A normal vector of this plane therefore is a valid disassembly direction. The normal vector of a point cloud forming a plane can be determined by using three dimensional Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as the point cloud will have its first two principal axes lying on the plane and since the principal axes are orthogonal, the third axis is a normal vector of the planar point cloud. Fig. 2 shows an example of the resulting CPL of two cuboid geometries, which are sharing a common side.
Experiments showed that using PCA to other CPL primitives (e.g. in cylindrical or cuboid shapes) returns good initial guesses for feasible disassembly directions. Using the axes of PCA as the basis (e1, e2, e3) a set of vectors (D) are calculated using (4). These vectors are utilized in determining the LTC.
Calculating the geometrical mean of CPL2 defines a center point (C) from which LTCs are constructed. Another set of vectors (V1) are defined such that:
(5) for all . The LTCs are determined by comparing the vectors of V1 to directions of D by using the cosine distance:
which returns a distance matrix (M), such that: (7) for all and . Selecting the minimal value of each column of M gives the angle of the LTC around the axis corresponding to the direction represented by each column. In case of an insertion feature the direction with the largest value gives the insertion direction, while in the case of placement applying a lower threshold for these values provides the set of directions which can be possible placing directions. It is worth mentioning that though it would appear that the application of PCA is very intuitive, it is only used for providing the basis of sampling and with a higher sampling resolution, the significance of the chosen bases decreases.)
Implementation and test results

Implementation of prototype
In order to implement the heuristics described in Section 4 different tools were put together using the Python programming language. A crucial part of the implementation is the collision detection, which provides the CPLs. The Flexible Collision Library (FCL) was used as it offers powerful and efficient capabilities to handle polygon meshes in collision detection by applying the Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVH) representation [16] . Another important requirement was the efficient computation of large distance matrices, which was provided by the numpy computation module. The prototype system was implemented by using the interactive computing environment of IPython/Juypter notebooks [17] , which supports JavaScript based visualization through the Plotly module [18] . The pseudo-code of the algorithms are presented below:
bvh2 CREATE_BVH_MODEL(body2) return axis
Abstract and industrial test cases
To test and evaluate the algorithms four abstract test cases were constructed of cuboid geometries, each representing different CPL shapes. The geometries of the test cases are shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 shows the results of the algorithm. It can be concluded that in the test cases the CPLs are indeed representing the surfaces creating the blocking relations between the parts. The free path of movements, which are displayed by spheres positioned to the center of the CPL of the moved part, are also valid compared to the original geometries. In order to discuss the results of the test cases a series of tests were executed, which aimed to analyze the algorithms' sensitivity to the number of faces in the geometries. The tests were executed on a virtual machine, with 8 virtual CPU cores and 16 GB of memory.
Increasing the number of faces on one hand obviously demands more computational capacity, but on the other hand the less faces in contact decreases the density of the CPLs and therefore the reliability of the algorithm. Table 1 and Fig. 5 . show the results of the tests, where the number of faces representing the geometries were increased in 5 steps. In Table  1 the threshold for the axis selection was set arbitrarily to 0.03 and the results show that in each case the more faces resulted more contacts and therefore less feasible directions, which in these cases mean better precision. Notably, in case "a" with the finest model resolution the algorithm failed to return the results with the given memory limit. Since this case is an insertion feature the geometries are constrained more than those are in the other cases. This produces more contact faces and almost all of them had to be identified for every direction during the collision tests, which means an increased computational load. After the promising results of the abstract test cases, further tests were executed on subassemblies from real-life industrial demonstrator cases. The assembly presented in Fig. 4 is composed of two parts, one is functioning as a shell of the other, each part represented by more than 80k faces. The parts have several wrongly defined surface normal and in their initial assembled state there are more than 40k colliding faces, thus making it hard to extract information with traditional methods. The results in this real-life use case turned out to be reliable and further subassemblies of the same demonstrator were analysed successfully and the results were put in use in an ASP model.
Discussion of limitations and future works
The abstract and industrial use-cases showed that the proposed algorithm is capable to extract feasible disassembly axes from polygon meshes. However, the heuristic nature of the algorithm demands certain limitations to be pointed out. Some of these are stemming from initial assumptions, such as that only translational disassembly directions can be extracted. The assembly features types need to be predefined, as currently the algorithm is only able to return a relative evaluation of the possible disassembly axes. Otherwise, result may be returned even for a completely blocked part as well. There are cases when using the resulting CPL is not suitable because the geometry of the joining parts are violating assumption 3. Other limitations are imposed on the algorithm by its input parameters: as shown in Table 1 , there is a lower and upper bound on the number of faces in contact (the former for ensuring the CPL to be dense enough and the latter for reducing computational load). Not discussed in details, the angular_step and the radial_distance parameters applied during the sampling can also influence the CPL and therefore the results of the algorithm.
Considering these limitations in its current form the algorithm is rather a support tool and is not to be used without supervision. However, the results were already put in use in real-life industrial use cases, reducing the effort required to provide data for ASP models. The limitations also show the direction of further developments: specifying the basic assumptions in a more formal way would ensure that the algorithm is only fed with suitable cases; determining the feature types and infeasibility from the CPL would reduce the algorithms' exposition to predefined input. Furthermore a comprehensive sensitivity analysis on the parameters angular_step and radial_distance are also required. Fig. 4 . Demonstration of the algorithm in a real-life industrial use with two components. The components were disassembled along the direction with the highest angle LTC. The CPL is composed of more than 10 5 points. 
Conclusions and future works
The paper discussed the importance of generic geometric reasoning algorithms for ASP models, supporting especially the model building phase, where extracted micro-level, typically geometric information can play a crucial role in solving the macro-level counterpart of the overall assembly planning problem. Specifically, by means of the suggested geometric reasoning algorithms one can determine the precise disassembly directions of parts having complex polygon mesh models. This information can be applied when defining assembly planning models both for suggesting precedence constraints as well as parameters for assembly operations. The presented heuristic algorithm was able to overcome certain shortcomings of earlier methods working with polygon mesh representations, and proved to be successful both in handling abstract and real-life industrial use cases [19] . Fig. 5 . The diagram compares the minimal value of cosine distance in each direction between models with high and low resoultion (test case b, resolution 1 and 4). It can be seen that the higher model resolution results in less suitable directions.
